
Lecture 4: Sri Aurobindo and
Integral Yoga



Childhood



Life in England



College life



At King’s College



Apollo Bunder



Lecturer at Baroda College



The study of  Sanskrit



The partition of  Bengal and Bande Mataram



Mother India



The journal as a vehicle of  ideas



The meeting with Lele



The habit mind=ordinary mind



A turning point in his life



Aurobindo’s arrest



In Pondicherry



Integral yoga



Layers of  the mind



Conversation with Dilip Kumar Roy



Integral yoga



Supramental consciousness and mantric poetry



Creativity



Knowledge by identity

 Aurobindo writes, “In reality, all experience is in its secret 
nature knowledge by identity; but its true character is 
hidden from us because we have separated ourselves 
from the rest of the world by exclusion, by the distinction 
of our self as subject and everything else as object, and 
we are compelled to develop processes and organs by 
which we may again enter into communion with all that 
we have excluded.  We have to replace direct 
knowledge through conscious identity by an indirect 
knowledge which appears to be caused by physical 
contact and mental sympathy.  This limitation is a 
fundamental creation of the ego.”



The secret of  the Veda



Aurobindo’s interpretation



His approach to yoga



The synthesis of  yoga



The Life Divine



Renunciation and enjoyment



The sense of  ownership



Vivekananda on renunciation and 
enjoyment



Summary
 Aurobindo’s integral yoga not only includes 

the four yogas of Vivekananda, but also a 
theory of higher levels of consciousness that 
we can access through creative endeavour. 

 We lead a life of reaction and not reflection 
but if we can practice reflection, we will have 
made the first ascent into the higher mind.

 But beyond the higher mind, there are higher 
levels: illumined mind, intuitive mind, 
overmind and finally supermind. 



Aurobindo’s last message



Savitri Bhavan, Auroville
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